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Abstract 

This study illustrates Indian effects in Aden during British 

occupation (1254-1387 A.H /1839-1967 A.D). the subject is important in 

its major as the previous studies hasn't showed Indian colony conditions 

in Aden during British occupation in a focused manner and what results 

from these influenced effects on different kinds of life. The study aims at 

shedding light directly on Indian effect on Indigenous peoples. The study 

begins with clarifying the importance of Aden in British strategy and the 

reason for their occupation and encourage for emigration especially 

Indian to it. The study shows different economical, social and cultural 

fields of life of Indians and the extent privileges which they enjoy with 

during British occupation. The study shed light on political role that 

Indians play in Aden through their participation in local councils and 

grating them right to vote in these councils and British reliance on them 

in the military and safety fields. To point the extent of the power of 

Indians in Aden, the study discussed Aden dependence on colonies 

ministry and Indian objection for this decree for fear of their economic 

interests and British government fear of stir up Indian public opinion. 

Also, the study clarifies national movement against Indian colony. This is 

showed through Aden press attack towards Indians and their urgent 

request to British authorities to get Indians out of Aden for fear of 

Indigenous peoples and their interests. The study explains economic 

competition faced Indigenous peoples by Indians in Aden as a result from 

their monopoly for most of economic activities; in addition to Indian 

effect upon cultural life whose effect still remains up till present time. 

The study phases that British government depends especially on Indian 

colony to carry out its policy in Aden and granted them privileges in 

different fields at the expense of Indigenous peoples which lead to many 

effects that damaged Aden's sons. 

 

 


